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Chapter 211 The Tenth Genius of Yanjing Hunter University 

Everyone was shocked. 

Lin Feng was sent flying by the powerful blow. 

Seeing this, Lu Benwei threw the bags at Wang Qiaochu. However, Wang Qiaochu’s companions were 

quick to react and surrounded Lu Benwei in an instant. 

“Wang Qiaochu, what are you doing?” Chu Yan shouted coldly. 

The arrogance on Wang Qiaochu’s face was instantly reduced by 30 percent. 

!! 

“Nothing much, I just want to teach this arrogant brat a lesson.” 

Then, he turned back and looked at Lu Benwei with cold eyes. “What, you want to try too?” 

Lu Benwei smiled noncommittally and raised his foot to kick the person in front of him. With a loud 

bang, the man was immediately sent flying, and he even hit another companion. 

At the next second, he was right in front of Wang Qiaochu. 

“Apologize!” Lu Benwei said coldly. 

At this time, Lin Feng got up from the ground and wiped the blood from the corner of his mouth. “Lu 

Benwei, don’t talk nonsense with him. This guy is purely here to fight!” 

“Lu Benwei?” 

When Wang Qiaochu heard Lu Benwei’s name, his eyes narrowed into a line, and he scanned him from 

head to toe. 

“So, you’re Lu Benwei?” Wang Qiaochu snorted coldly, his expression full of disdain. 

At this time, the two men who were kicked by Lu Benwei also got up from the ground and said to Wang 

Qiaochu, “Boss, since he’s Lu Benwei, then we can’t waste time talking to them.” 

Wang Qiaochu’s eyes glinted with malice as he sneered at Lu Benwei. Since you’re Lu Benwei, then give 

me a price. How much do I have to pay you to leave Yanyan?” 

Lu Benwei almost laughed. 

Chu Yan said coldly, “Young Master Wang, please leave. I don’t want to make things difficult for you and 

your family.” 

Wang Qiaochu was a direct descendant of the Wang family of the Dragon Kingdom. His family was as 

powerful as the roots of a complicated tree, involving all industries in the Dragon Kingdom. 

“Yanyan, is it because of him that you refused to go to Yanjing Hunter University?” Wang Qiaochu asked, 

confused, “He’s a magician. Is it worth it for you to follow him?” 



A few days ago, when Wang Qiaochu found out that Chu Yan was going to participate in the 

tournament, he immediately investigated all the people who had connections to Chu Yan in school. 

Among them, Lu Benwei, who had the closest relationship with Chu Yan, attracted his attention. 

“You don’t need to care about what I do. Hurry up and apologize to Lin Feng,” Chu Yan said, “Then, I can 

pretend nothing happened.” 

“If you don’t want to suffer, you’d better apologize to Lin Feng!” Lu Benwei said coldly. 

After saying that, Lu Benwei activated his Lucifer’s Bloodline, and a monstrous aura immediately gushed 

out, making Wang Qiaochu and the others feel terrified. 

Wang Qiaochu took two steps back. The dark aura was like an unstoppable ocean tide, crazily eroding 

his soul. 

“You want to attack me? Do you know who I am?” 

Wang Qiaochu was terrified by the dark aura and subconsciously began to use his status to suppress 

him. 

In the next moment, Wang Qiaochu reacted. “Damn it, you’re just a magician, what are you pretending 

for?” 

Then, he waved his arm, signaling his men to teach Lu Benwei a lesson. 

The two people who had been beaten by Lu Benwei could not hold back their desire for revenge and 

stomped their feet. 

“Boom!” 

“Boom!” 

Lu Benwei raised his left and right arms in succession and swung his fists. The previous two people 

knocked down many people and flew out. 

The rest of the people were furious and used their weapons and skills. However, Lu Benwei’s speed was 

so fast that he did not even finish using his skills before he knocked them down. 

The entire battle took less than three seconds. Wang Qiaochu was stunned. 

Was this person not a magician? How did he deal with a group of people who were all over level 30 

faster than he could do on the bed? Suddenly, he felt a chill from his head to his spine, causing him to 

shiver. 

Lu Benwei was looking at him coldly. 

“What are you doing?” Wang Qiaochu shuddered violently and plopped to the ground. “Do you know 

who I am?” 

Lu Benwei sneered and cracked his knuckles. “Nothing much, my hands are just a little itchy.” 

“Don’t, don’t, don’t. I’ll apologize, okay?” 



Wang Qiaochu was flustered. If he could take care of so many people with his fists, he could easily 

defeat him too. 

“It’s too late to apologize!” Lu Benwei shouted coldly. 

With that, Lu Benwei waved his arm and grabbed Wang Qiaochu by the collar. Wang Qiaochu kept 

struggling, sometimes begging for mercy in a panic, sometimes threatening him sternly. 

“Brother Lu, let me down. Let’s talk this out. You want money, right? I can give you money. Lu Benwei, 

I’ll give you a piece of advice. If you dare to do anything to me, your life is over.” 

Lu Benwei ignored him and was thinking about how to teach this person a lesson when a yellow swill 

bucket caught his attention. 

Wang Qiaochu also realized Lu Benwei’s intention and kept struggling, but Lu Benwei’s hands were like a 

pair of pincers that clamped Wang Qiaochu down. 

“B*stard, don’t you dare! If you dare to throw me into the trash can, don’t even think about having a 

good life in the future!” 

At this time, a violent sandstorm suddenly appeared in the air, blowing so hard that everyone could not 

open their eyes. 

At the same time, Lu Benwei felt a figure flash by and Wang Qiaochu was snatched away from him. 

After a few breaths, the hurricane stopped, and a man with long hair appeared in front of Lu Benwei and 

the others, holding Wang Qiaochu. 

The long-haired man only glanced at Lu Benwei before turning to Wang Qiaochu and saying, “Young 

Master Wang, are you alright?” 

Wang Qiaochu snapped out of his daze and was overjoyed to see the long-haired man. 

“Captain Feng, you’re here?” 

The next second, his eyes became gloomy as he pointed at Lu Benwei and said, “Don’t worry about me. 

Teach that person a lesson for me!” 

Captain Feng turned to look at Lu Benwei and frowned. “Why do I have to feel bad for Young Master 

Wang?” 

Lu Benwei’s face was indifferent as he said, “It seems like Young Master Wang provoked us first, right?” 

Captain Feng nodded and said jokingly, “I know, but your status is different from Young Master Wang’s. 

Although Young Master Wang was wrong, you still need to apologize to him. Otherwise, you’ll be the 

ones who will be thrown into the bin.” 

Beside Lu Benwei, Lin Feng’s veins were bulging. “Why is this guy also asking for a beating?” 

Captain Feng had sharp ears and sharp eyes. Hearing Lin Feng’s words, he sneered. “If you want to fight, 

I might as well tell you who we are. My name is Feng Jun. I’m a fourth-year student at Yanjing Hunter 



University, ranked 10th! Class: Storm Messenger, level 45! You guys better think carefully. It’s not too 

late to kneel and apologize now.” 

Chapter 212 Saving the Day 

Lu Benwei and the others almost laughed out loud. They did not know that Lu Benwei specialized in 

dealing with evildoers. 

Feng Jun looked at the mocking smiles on the five people’s faces and could not help but shout coldly, 

“What are you five laughing at?” 

“Nothing, I just thought of something happy,” Lin Feng said directly. 

Feng Jun was furious and shot out a wind blade. Lu Benwei’s eyes flashed, and he directly used his body 

to block the attack. 

“Boom!” 

The sharp wind blade slashed at Lu Benwei’s body, but it was blocked and did not even leave a mark on 

his body. 

Feng Jun was shocked. He quickly asked Wang Qiaochu, “Didn’t you tell me that this guy is just a first-

year magician? Why is his body so strong?” 

At this point, Wang Qiaochu was also at a complete loss. “Why are this guy’s strength and physique so 

amazing?” 

“If you want to fight, I’ll fight you anytime, but not now.” Lu Benwei sneered. 

At this moment, there were already many people gathered around them to watch the show. If he were 

to make a move now, he would undoubtedly hurt the innocent. 

“You’re still thinking of running away after hitting my people?” Wang Qiaochu said, “In your dreams!” 

Then, black vans stopped by the side of the road one after another, and more than 20 men in black got 

out. Without a doubt, they were Wang Qiaochu’s bodyguards. The bodyguards dispersed the crowd and 

surrounded Lu Benwei and the others. 

“Lu Benwei, this is what you get for offending me.” Wang Qiaochu sneered. 

Lin Feng and the rest were in a difficult position. “There are so many people on the other side, do you 

want to fight him?” 

“What’s wrong? Are you scared?” Lu Benwei heard this and asked with a smile. 

“Of course not. I’m just afraid that Yanyan will get hurt,” Lin Feng said with his chest puffed out. 

“Wang Qiaochu, what are you trying to do?” Chu Yan asked coldly. “Don’t involve others in the matters 

between you and me.” 

Wang Qiaochu could not care less about that. He said, “Yanyan, don’t worry, I won’t hurt you. I just 

want to teach those two kids who don’t know their place.” 



As soon as he finished speaking, Wang Qiaochu and Feng Jun suddenly felt a chill behind them. A person 

was moving quickly toward them. 

The two of them turned around, only to see a woman swinging her arm and delivering a heavy blow to 

Wang Qiaochu’s face. 

“Pa!” 

“Who do you want to teach a lesson to?” 

The woman’s voice was very magnetic, but it was also very intimidating. 

Everyone was stunned. Even Wang Qiaochu was covering his face, his eyes filled with fear. 

“Pa!” 

“Who did you say doesn’t know the immensity of heaven and earth?” 

It was another heavy blow, and everyone was dumbfounded again. 

“Pa!” 

“Wang Qiaochu, you’re always bullying your classmates for fun in school, and now you’re bullying 

people again? Do you know who you’re bullying?” 

At this moment, Wang Qiaochu’s bodyguards reacted and prepared to protect their young master. 

However, Wang Qiaochu uncharacteristically waved his hand to stop everyone. 

“Don’t, I deserve it.” He gritted his teeth, feeling extremely aggrieved. 

“Young Master!” The bodyguards did not want to give up. 

“Cut the crap. If you don’t want me to die, just save me.” Wang Qiaochu cursed. 

It was obvious that they were very afraid of the newcomer. 

Feng Jun was hiding at the side. He wanted to attack, but he was very afraid of the other party’s 

strength. 

“This heroine is so cool!” Chu Yan said in a low voice. 

Chu Yan turned her head and looked at Lu Benwei. “Why do you think this heroine is helping us?” 

However, the next second, Chu Yan was stunned. This was an expression she had never seen on Lu 

Benwei’s face before. There were excitement, panic, and joy all combined into one. 

Chu Yan immediately thought of Lu Benwei’s sister, Lu Ziling. 

“So, she’s your sister,” Chu Yan suddenly sighed and said in a low voice. 

Lu Benwei gently nodded. 

At this moment, Wang Qiaochu covered his face, his voice filled with undisguisable hatred. “Lu Ziling, 

don’t think that you can do whatever you want just because the principal dotes on you!” 



“Junior Lu Ziling, that’s enough. You know Wang Qiaochu’s identity,” Feng Jun chimed in. 

“What, do you want to be slapped too?” Lu Ziling said coldly. 

With that, he gave Wang Qiaochu another slap. Feng Jun immediately shut his mouth. 

“Lu Ziling, are you sure you’re willing to offend the Wang family for a stranger?” Wang Qiaochu asked. 

“When you leave the school, you’ll be nothing without the principal’s protection!” 

“You’re still so tight-lipped,” Lu Ziling said in disdain, “To be honest, I’m still quite afraid of offending 

your family. Unfortunately, the person you’re going to teach a lesson to is my younger brother. I’m 

sorry.” 

After saying that, she raised her arm and gave him another slap. 

“Pa!” 

Wang Qiaochu was sent flying to the ground with a dull thud. 

Lu Ziling also stopped. 

The bodyguards were relieved and swarmed to help Wang Qiaochu up. 

“Lu Ziling, Lu Benwei, very good, you’ve got guts!” Wang Qiaochu let out a breath of resentment. Then, 

he turned to the bodyguards and said, “Let’s go!” 

“Feng Jun, do you also want to be slapped?” Lu Ziling clapped her hands. 

When Feng Jun heard this, he glared at Lu Ziling fiercely, then walked away dejectedly. 

“Young Master, why don’t you let us help you out?” the bodyguard asked, confused. 

Wang Qiaochu’s face was already swollen, but when they mentioned Lu Ziling, he gritted his teeth so 

hard that they made cracking sounds. 

“Are you stupid or are you deaf? Didn’t I tell you before? If you don’t want me to die, you can come and 

save me.” 

The bodyguard was confused. “Who’s the girl? Why are you so afraid of her?” they asked, “Does she 

have a strong background?” 

Wang Qiaochu’s face turned cold as he swallowed his anger. “What kind of background can she have? 

Other than the fact that the principal treats her better than his own daughter, her parents are just 

ordinary civil servants.” 

“That’s…” 

“I’m afraid of her strength.” Wang Qiaochu gritted his teeth and said resentfully, “Because of her special 

talent, she doesn’t have long to live. As a result, she doesn’t have to worry about her life no matter what 

she does. If you anger her, not to mention me, even my father will be slapped twice.” 

The bodyguards were all shocked. They did not expect that woman to be so powerful. 



“Don’t underestimate her just because she’s a second-year student and only at level 42. On paper, she’s 

the third strongest in our school. If we were to really fight, even the first and second strongest might not 

be able to defeat her,” Wang Qiaochu added. 

Pausing, Wang Qiaochu rubbed his lips. “But this Lu Benwei is Lu Ziling’s brother, but isn’t he a 

magician? Why is her class different from Lu Ziling’s? Oh, that’s not right. He’s a magician, so how could 

he have such powerful strength and physique?” 

The next second, his eyes narrowed, and he ordered, “Go and investigate Lu Benwei and Lu Ziling’s true 

background.” 

Chapter 213 Lu Ziling and Chu Yan 

“Ziling, what are you doing here?” 

Lu Benwei walked around Lu Ziling, checking her again and again. 

Lu Ziling looked at Lu Benwei’s strange behavior and asked, “What’s wrong? Why are you looking at me 

like that? You’re making my hair stand on end.” 

After making sure that Lu Ziling was fine, Lu Benwei smiled. “That’s great, you’re fine.” 

Lu Ziling was stunned, but she immediately understood why Lu Benwei was checking her body. 

“Ridiculous. Of course, I’m fine,” Lu Ziling said in a bad mood. 

Lu Benwei laughed dryly and said to her, “Come, let me introduce you to my teammates.” 

“This is Lin Feng, Xiaoqi and this is Chu Yan.” 

Chu Yan blinked her clear eyes and said to Lu Ziling, “Hello Senior Sister, I’m Lu Benwei’s classmate, my 

name is Chu Yan.” 

Lu Ziling also responded to Chu Yan and the others politely, “Hello, thank you for taking care of my little 

brother.” 

“You’re all teammates. Did you come to Li City to participate in the tournament?” Lu Ziling asked. 

“Of course, it’s the National Class Tournament,” Lin Feng replied. 

Lu Ziling was secretly shocked, but she said, “Then you’d better be careful. If you meet me in the future, 

I won’t show any mercy.” 

“By the way, little brother, your captain is…” 

Lu Ziling knew that Lu Benwei was a magician it was impossible for a magician to lead a team to 

participate in the National Class Tournament. 

Lu Benwei laughed and patted his chest. “Ziling, I’m the captain!” 

“What? You’re the captain?” Lu Ziling could no longer bear the shock in her heart. 



“That’s right, Lu Benwei is our captain.” Lin Feng interrupted. “If it weren’t for him, we wouldn’t have 

come to Li City to participate in the National Class Tournament. However, you can rest assured that we 

won’t drag Lu Benwei down.” 

“Why would you? It should be Little Lu who isn’t a burden to you,” Lu Ziling said in surprise. 

“Then Sister Ziling, you really underestimated Lu Benwei. His strength is far above ours,” Chu Yan said. 

This made Lu Ziling extremely curious. So, she could not help but pull Lu Benwei to the side. 

“Little Lu, what’s going on? Did you really lead a team to participate in the National Class Tournament?” 

Lu Benwei smiled, took out his phone, and opened the official website of Zhejiang Hunter University. On 

the official website, there was a list of participants from the university. The team led by Lu Benwei was 

among them. 

“Little Lu, it’s only been less than a semester. How did you do it?” Lu Ziling’s eyes were filled with 

surprise, and she muttered to herself for a while, “You’ve completed your second transition?” 

Lu Benwei nodded in embarrassment. Seeing this, Lu Ziling could no longer hide the joy in her eyes. 

“Quick, tell me what happened to you at Zhejiang Hunter University.” 

Lu Benwei pondered for a moment and then told her his experience with a little modification. 

“Pfft!” 

Just as she was about to finish, Lu Ziling suddenly laughed. 

“What’s wrong, Ziling?” Lu Benwei asked in confusion. 

“I was wondering why that Chu Yan girl had been looking at me with hostility from the beginning to the 

end. So, she was afraid that I’d take you away,” Lu Ziling leaned over and whispered in Lu Benwei’s ear. 

“What are you talking about?” Lu Benwei was confused. 

“Look at that Chu Yan. From the moment I appeared, her eyes have never left you as if I can eat his 

boy,” Lu Ziling replied with a smile. 

When Lu Benwei heard Lu Ziling’s words, his eyes unconsciously drifted. 

Sure enough, when Lu Benwei’s eyes drifted to Chu Yan, the once mischievous little devil’s face showed 

panic for the first time. She lowered her head and looked at her toes. 

Lu Benwei was surprised. “Maybe I was her enemy in my previous life. She’s here to take revenge on 

me.” 

“Is that so?” Lu Ziling smiled, and her smile was very charming. 

Suddenly, her smile froze. “That’s right. How did you know about that?” she asked. 

Lu Benwei was stunned for a moment, and then he said with a serious expression, “I found out about it 

by chance from the school’s information.” 



“I see.” Lu Ziling’s voice became heavy. “You don’t have to worry about it. I have a plan.” 

“What can you do? Do you know where the Giant Kingdom is?” Lu Benwei asked anxiously. 

“The Giant Kingdom? What’s that place?” Lu Ziling was confused. 

“You don’t even know what the Giant Kingdom is. What can you do?” 

Lu Benwei’s voice was very anxious. The next second, he said in a deep voice, “No matter what, I’ll go to 

the Giant Kingdom and help you get the fire of hell.” 

Lu Ziling was secretly shocked, and then she laughed silently. “You’ve grown up. My Little Lu has grown 

up.” 

“What do you mean by growing up?” Lu Benwei was anxious. 

“It’s said that the first prize of this tournament is a stone tablet from the Giant Kingdom. No matter who 

we are, we must win. Ziling, do you know?” 

“Alright, alright, I got it.” Lu Ziling was very pleased and waved her hand. “This year’s tournament was 

already my top priority.” 

“I’ll help you settle everything in the first round,” Lu Ziling said after a pause, “As for the second round 

of the tournament, you don’t have to risk your life. You don’t have to hurt yourself because of an 

illusory object.” 

“This is related to your life. No matter what, I must help you get it. Why wouldn’t I risk my life?” 

Lu Benwei’s eyes were red as he looked at Lu Ziling’s indifferent expression. His heart was like an ant on 

a hot pot. 

Lu Ziling was shocked and realized that she might have hurt Lu Benwei’s good intentions. 

“By the way, Litle Lu, we haven’t seen each other in a long time. Why don’t we video call Dad and Mom 

together? ” 

Lu Benwei’s anger dissipated a little. 

Then, he took out his phone and made a video call to his parents. 

“Du toot du du du.” 

After the two notifications, they both heard Mrs. Lu’s scolding. 

“You brat, you only know how to call home after such a long time? Lu Dayong, come over quickly. Your 

precious son is on a video call.” 

Then, the two of them heard Lu Dayong’s voice. 

“Tsk, it’s not Ziling. I’m not picking up that brat’s call. It took him so long to call. He must be out of living 

expenses.” 

At this time, Lu Benwei’s sulking heart disappeared, and he guiltily laughed. “Dad, Mom, I’m just playing 

with you.” 



“I don’t want to see you, I don’t want to see you!” 

Lu Dayong was sulking and had a stubborn look on his face. He even turned his face away when Mrs. Lu 

pointed the camera at him. 

At this moment, Lu Ziling’s voice sounded. 

“Dad, if you don’t want to see Little Lu, do you want to see me?” 

Chapter 214 Ancient Sword of Clarity, Upgrade! 

When Lu Dayong heard Lu Ziling’s voice, he immediately leaned over. 

“Ziling? Why are you two together?” 

“We’re in Li City right now, and we’re both here to participate in the National Class Tournament,” Lu 

Ziling replied. 

“The National Class Tournament? Where all the elite young people gather?!” the two elders exclaimed 

in shock. 

“That’s right!” 

!! 

Seeing the two elders happy, Lu Ziling was very happy. 

“And Little Lu, he’s also a team captain this year, just like me!” 

“Really?” Lu Dayong could no longer hide his smile. “You brat, you’ve grown up.” 

As he spoke, he took out his phone and was ready to show off to his friends and family. 

“Old man,” Mrs. Lu chided, “You should be showing off later. It’s not easy for our kids to call us.” 

Lu Benwei and Lu Ziling both laughed as the family happily talked on the phone. 

Since Chu Yan and the others were still waiting, Lu Benwei and Lu Ziling did not let them wait too long. 

They hung up the phone after explaining the situation. 

“It’s getting late, let’s go back to the hotel after dinner?” 

Lu Benwei suggested treating Chu Yan and the others to a meal. Everyone naturally did not stand on 

ceremony. They found a hot pot restaurant with a good reputation and had a meal together before 

returning to the hotel. 

The next morning, it was also an uneventful day. Lu Benwei got up early and went to Li City’s 

underground hunter market. He wanted to purchase a batch of equipment to upgrade the Ancient 

Sword of Clarity. He came here because it was the closest to the hotel. 

[Bright Void Ancient Sword (attribute weapon): No level, no increase, no attributes.] 

[Effect: it can double the attributes of the wearer!] 

[Can devour other equipment to grow and enhance the effect.] 



[Devouring other equipment and weapons have a chance of increasing its level. Every increase in level 

can double the increase in ability.] 

[If you upgrade to red level, you can achieve a tenfold increase in attributes, and black level can achieve 

a hundredfold increase in attributes.] 

Currently, the Ancient Sword of Clarity’s level was just unranked, not even the lowest level, green level. 

Even so, it could still double his attributes. 

The hunter market was filled with all kinds of people. There were unknown equipment, smuggled 

strengthening stones, and potions of unknown origin. 

The vendors and buyers all looked fierce. 

Lu Benwei was the only decent young man, and he did not seem to fit in here. 

No one smiled or laughed they saw Lu Benwei pass by. 

“Another contestant?” 

“He’s so young, could he be here for the tournament?” 

Someone laughed and said to Lu Benwei, “Kid, can’t you find your mother?” 

“Don’t go any further. Your mother isn’t inside.” 

After saying that, they burst into laughter. Hearing this, Lu Benwei’s face was expressionless as he said, 

“I’m here to ask for some equipment.” 

Hearing this, everyone looked at Lu Benwei with a mocking look, then they smacked their lips and shook 

their heads. 

“I have less than 500 yuan on me.” 

“Take this machete as my gift to you.” 

Lu Benwei continued to walk forward, and a rusty machete was thrown at his feet. He frowned and 

looked up to find the person who threw the knife. 

The man with the dragon tattoo waved at Lu Benwei. “Kid, just go. Take it and leave. Don’t delay our 

business.” 

Everyone looked at Lu Benwei with ridicule. In their hearts, they all thought that this little brat with a 

long face would break his defense because of the humiliation of his self-esteem. When that time came, 

there would be fun to watch. 

However, Lu Benwei bent down, picked it up, and patted the dust off it. The smell of rust was very 

strong, and it also had the smell of soil as if it had been buried in the ground for a long time. 

“Hmm, although the durability of the machete has been reduced to the lowest, it’s still a blue level 

weapon. If it’s reforged, it might be upgraded to purple level,” Lu Benwei paused and said. 

“Since it’s a gift from uncle, I’ll accept it.” 



With that, Lu Benwei wiped off the rust on the tip of the blade, and the machete suddenly revealed a 

threatening cold light. 

The man with the tattoo was dumbfounded. He thought that the brat was just putting on an act, but the 

threatening cold light made him believe that the knife was once a powerful weapon. When he came 

back to his senses, Lu Benwei had already walked far away. 

Before leaving the underground hunter market, Lu Benwei bought two green level weapons just in case. 

Normally, he would not be able to afford the cost of a green weapon. 

However, with the system and the One-click Ten Times Gold Coins, Lu Benwei’s assets were so much 

that he could not count them on two hands. 

Soon, he returned to the hotel. The hotel had been specially renovated to build individual cultivation 

rooms for the students. 

Lu Benwei applied for a room and directly took out his sword. 

“Swish!” 

The sound of a sword rang out, and the entire narrow space was instantly filled with sharp sword intent. 

“This is the first time I’m trying to devour something. What should I do?” Lu Benwei muttered to 

himself. 

The next second, he noticed that there was a progress bar on the sword. The progress bar had already 

accumulated to 50%. Lu Benwei guessed that the previous owner might have tried to level it up but 

ended up failing. 

Lu Benwei took a deep breath and took out the green level weapon he bought. 

“I don’t care, let’s try it first.” 

Then, he placed the green level weapon on the sword. 

“Swish!” 

The sword light flickered, and the buzzing sound was sharp and ear-piercing. 

“Crack! Crack!” 

Under Lu Benwei’s gaze, the green level weapon was eaten by the Ancient Sword of Clarity. He was 

dumbfounded. He thought of all kinds of devouring methods, but he did not expect it to be like eating. 

“It’s that fierce?” 

After he recovered, Lu Benwei began to check the progress. The result surprised him. He had only grown 

one percent out of the fifty percent progress. 

“Could it be that my level isn’t high enough?” Lu Benwei’s mouth twitched as he spoke. 

At this time, he had already taken out the rusty blue level weapon. 

“A blue level weapon should be able to increase quite a bit, right?” 



In the next second, the rusty blade was devoured by the sword. However, the sword’s invisible mouth 

stopped swallowing halfway. The other half that it had eaten was even turned into pieces and spat out. 

The progress bar went backward, finally dropping to five percent. 

Lu Benwei’s eyes almost popped out. 

“F*ck, I was too careless.” 

It could be seen that upgrading the Ancient Sword of Clarity to green level would require a lot of 

equipment. 

Lu Benwei was speechless. It was not because he had no money, but because he was blacklisted by Li 

City’s hunter market. Where was he going to find more equipment? 

Chapter 215 The Various Geniuses 

“There’s only one last chance left,” Lu Benwei said as he licked his lips while holding the blue level 

machete. After a while, he placed the blue level machete on the Ancient Sword of Clarity. 

At this moment, a mechanical voice sounded. 

[Ding! Congratulations to the host for activating a One-click Peerless Equipment!] 

[Ancient Sword of Clarity has been upgraded to a green level weapon!] 

The bright sword glowed with a green light, slowly covering the blue level machete until it disappeared. 

Lu Benwei was overjoyed and activated his Eye of Insight. 

[Ancient Sword of Clarity (attribute weapon): Green-level weapon, no amplification, no attributes.] 

[Effect: It can double the attributes of the wearer!] 

[Can devour other equipment to grow and enhance the effect.] 

[Devouring other equipment and weapons have a chance of increasing its level. Every increase in level 

can double the increase in ability.] 

[If you upgrade to red level, you can achieve a tenfold increase in attributes, and black level can achieve 

a hundredfold increase in attributes.] 

“I’ve succeeded.” 

Lu Benwei revealed a comfortable smile and returned to his room after putting away the sword. 

He found that Lin Feng had already gotten up. He looked at the time and found that it was only 8:30 

a.m. 

“You’re up so early, do you want to go for training?” Lu Benwei said casually. 

“Milk wants us to go and have some meat.” 

Lin Feng was brushing his teeth, so his words were a little unclear. 



Lu Benwei took a long time to understand Lin Feng’s intention and repeated, “Mr. Liu wants us to go to 

a meeting?” 

Lin Feng nodded and spat out a mouthful of white foam. 

“Mr. Liu said that he’s going to tell us about the favorites to win today.” 

Lu Benwei responded in a low voice, his heart filled with great interest, “The favorite from each school 

to win the tournament. Interesting.” 

After Lin Feng finished cleaning up, Lu Benwei and him went to the hotel conference room. 

The meeting room was very messy. It was obvious that someone had used this meeting room before 

them. 

“Annoying fellow!” 

“Lin Feng!” 

While Lu Benwei was looking for a seat, Chu Yan sat in the front seat and waved at them. 

Lin Feng immediately broke into a smile and ran over. Lu Benwei also followed. 

When he sat down, Lu Benwei found that Zhou Qingfeng, Wang Yan, and the other members of the 

Heavenly God Temple were behind them. 

“Junior Lu Benwei, I heard that you made a big scene yesterday.” 

“Many of my old acquaintances from Yanjing Hunter University have asked me about you,” Zhou 

Qingfeng said with a smile from behind. 

Lu Benwei immediately became vigilant and knew that it was either Wang Qiaochu or Feng Jun. 

“What did you say?” Lu Benwei asked tentatively. 

The corners of Zhou Qingfeng’s lips curled up. He said with a faint smile, “I told them that you’re just an 

unknown first-year student. I don’t know why you’re participating in the National Class Tournament, but 

the students in our school have been complaining.” 

Lu Benwei’s mouth twitched, and he said, “Many thanks.” 

There was no doubt that Zhou Qingfeng was helping him. 

“Cough, cough!” 

At the front of the conference room, Liu Yi coughed a few times, and the noisy conference room 

instantly became quiet. 

“Alright, everyone’s almost here. Let me tell you about the favorites to win this tournament.” 

Everyone nodded in agreement. 

“First, the Hei Province Hunter University. I’m sure you’ve heard of it. The environment there is harsh, 

high, and cold. That’s why they are so strong and physically fit,” the man said. 



Liu Yi fiddled with the screen, and the images of a man and a woman appeared on it. The two of them 

glared at each other and looked fierce. Just the pictures alone made many people’s hair stand on end. 

“These two are the No. 1 and No. 2 of Hei Province Hunter University. Their names are Meng Kun and 

Zhu Huo!” 

After a pause, Liu Yi said in a deep voice, “Besides, both of them have a title – wild beast!” 

When everyone heard this, they all gasped. Just from their titles, one could tell how intimidating their 

strength and physique were. 

Liu Yi realized that the atmosphere was a little off, so he changed his words and said, “Everyone, don’t 

panic. Since their strength and physique are tyrannical, their speed and mental energy are much 

inferior. Everyone, remember not to fight them head-on when you meet them.” 

Everyone heaved a sigh of relief when they heard this. 

At this time, Zhou Qingfeng leaned over to Lu Benwei’s ear and said, “I wonder what kind of sparks will 

be created when Meng Kun and Zhu Huo meet Junior Lu Benwei?” 

Lu Benwei responded softly and turned his head to continue listening. 

The next two were the two brother hunter universities, Shanghai Jiao Tong and Hudan. There were also 

a few people from the two universities, and they were the best of the best. 

Then, it was Chang’an Hunter University’s turn. Their number one player caught Lu Benwei’s attention. 

He was the number one genius, magician Yang Ke! 

Just like Xu Tuo, he was also a user of spatial magic. However, it seemed that due to his special talent, 

Yang Ke’s proficiency in spatial magic was better. 

“Hmph, what magician? If he touches me, I’ll definitely teach him a lesson!” 

Naturally, Xu Tuo was not willing to be outdone, so he slammed the table and made an oath. 

“Then, who do you think will win if Yang Ke meets Junior Lu Benwei?” Zhou Qingfeng joked with a smile. 

Xu Tuo was stunned on the spot, and his expression was as if he had eaten sh*t. 

Everyone burst into laughter, and the meeting room was filled with a cheerful atmosphere. 

Liu Yi continued to talk about many of the school’s geniuses. It was about noon. 

“Alright, it’s getting late. I’m almost done with my lecture. Let’s go eat!” 

Everyone was in high spirits and cheered as they prepared to go for lunch. 

Zhou Qingfeng raised his hand and said, “Mr. Liu, you’ve missed one person. I think he’ll be a strong 

opponent for us.” 

Liu Yi flipped through the information. After making sure that he had not missed anything, he said to 

Zhou Qingfeng, “Who’s there? Which school is he from?” 

“Lu Ziling from Yanjing Hunter University!” 



Lu Benwei’s eyes widened in surprise. Why did Zhou Qingfeng have his eyes on Lu Ziling? 

Liu Yi asked the question in Lu Benwei’s heart, “How did you notice her?” 

“It’s because of her class. When I looked up the classes of all the participants in this tournament, I 

realized that her class was something I’d never seen before. The Skyfire Witch. Mr. Liu, may I ask what 

class it is?” 

After a pause, Zhou Qingfeng continued, “She’s the same as Lu Benwei, younger than us. She’s currently 

a second-year student at Yanjing Hunter University. I’ve asked around and heard that she’s being 

treated better than anyone else at Yanjing Hunter University!” 

“Qingfeng, I know you want me to remind everyone that we can’t underestimate her,” Liu Yi said while 

rubbing his mouth. 

“But don’t worry. As long as you don’t provoke her, she won’t cause you any trouble.” 

Chapter 216 The National Class Tournament Begins! 

Zhou Qingfeng still wanted to ask more. Just as he was about to speak, Liu Yi hurriedly walked out of the 

meeting room with the documents under his arm. 

On the other side, the National Class Tournament organizing committee. 

“This year’s National Class Tournament is a gathering of geniuses. There’s a student who has broken 

through level 50 participating!” 

A few old men gathered and discussed the students participating in the tournament. 

“Are you talking about Zhou Qingfeng from Zhejiang Hunter University? He’s an out-and-out monster!” 

!! 

“I wonder if his appearance will change the results of Zhejiang Hunter University.” 

Some people were not optimistic. 

“I think it’ll be difficult. Zhejiang Hunter University is short on students, and Zhou Qingfeng can’t do it 

alone. If Zhou Qingfeng can do it this year, what about next year or the year after?” 

One of them was holding the information of the participants from Zhejiang Hunter University and was 

discussing it among themselves. 

“That’s right. They’re sending a first-year student to participate in the tournament, and a magician at 

that.” 

Another person agreed and handed Lu Benwei’s information to the crowd. Everyone picked it up and 

looked at it. They immediately frowned. 

It could be said that apart from Lu Benwei’s level and being the top scorer in province B, there was 

nothing else. 



“No wonder Chen Yuan complained to us every year. I didn’t expect that there would be such a shortage 

of talent at Zhejiang Hunter University.” 

“If you’re really thinking for him, why don’t you allocate more resources?” 

“Forget it then. The war is intense, and any resources are precious.” 

Everyone’s mood became heavy as they spoke. 

Liu Yi sighed deeply. He did not know how long this battle between man and monster would last. 

… 

Time flew by, and in the blink of an eye, it was the day of the National Class Tournament. 

For this, Li City made a lot of preparations three months ago. 

Three 10,000-person sports stadiums were built, which could accommodate the participating students 

from hundreds of schools. 

Everyone in the Dragon Kingdom was also looking at them. 

To ensure fairness, the National Class Tournament would be broadcasted live. 

The main venue was full of people. There were more than ten thousand students from the nine hunter 

universities and the first-rate universities. They occupied the center of the hall. As for the second-and 

third-rate hunter universities, they were located in the two guilds next door. 

Twenty minutes before the National Class Tournament officially began, a terrifying aura suddenly came 

from the three connected guilds. 

“Be quiet!” 

Immediately, the three guilds fell silent. 

A black-robed middle-aged man and two white-robed elders were floating in the air. They had a 

powerful aura. 

The black-robed elder said in a deep voice, “First of all, let’s welcome all the top talents from afar to 

participate in the annual National Class Tournament! Let’s cut to the chase and let me read out the rules 

of this tournament! 

“The tournament uses a layered elimination system, and the battle will start in teams. I want you to pass 

the first stage of the jungle of mysteries within a week!” 

As soon as he said that, the participants on the stage and the audience below the stage began to 

discuss. 

“He wants us to clear the secret realm within the stipulated time?!” 

“There are so many people, can we squeeze in?” 



“Silent! Let me finish,” the black-robed middle-aged man said in a deep voice, “The jungle of mysteries is 

a level-two secret realm. To clear a secret realm of this level, the average level of the entire team must 

be at least level 35. In addition, I believe that some people are no strangers to the jungle of mysteries.” 

It was also at this moment that a small group of audience members below the stage began to discuss. 

“The secret realm of the jungle of mysteries. Is that the jungle of mysteries in our province?” 

“It must be. I heard that the jungle of mysteries has been off-limits for a month.” 

“Oh, I see.” 

The jungle of mysteries was the largest secret realm in Yun Province and the biggest in the Dragon 

Kingdom. 

The black-robed man cleared his throat and continued to speak with a dignified voice, “Yes, that’s right. 

The preliminaries are currently in the secret realm of the jungle of mysteries in Yun Province. 

“As early as a few months ago, several pillars of the Dragon Kingdom had joined forces to seal the most 

dangerous existence in the secret realm. They set up an exit in the deepest part of the forest of 

mysteries as the end. 

“At the same time, we’ve also set up security personnel in the secret realm to ensure the safety of all 

students throughout the entire process. However, as soon as the security personnel makes a move, it 

means that you’re eliminated.” 

The black-robed man explained the rules of the preliminary round. 

“The rules have been explained. Any objections are reserved!” 

The crowd was filled with complaints, but the black-robed middle-aged man ignored them. 

“Now, all students, please scan your fingerprints and enter the teleportation array.” 

The four big screens in each venue lit up instantly. Then, the drone in charge of the live broadcast 

scanned the faces of every student. Some looked excited, while others looked calm and composed as if 

they had won. 

“I hereby announce the start of the National Class Tournament!” 

Following the black-robed middle-aged man’s command, a huge teleportation array lit up in the three 

venues. 

In front of the array, there was a device. Through him, the information of each team would be scanned 

and transformed into electric signals for the world to see. 

The geniuses of Huaqing Hunter University and Yanjing Hunter University took the lead and entered the 

portal at a fast speed. 

[The first team from Huaqing Hunter University, the captain is a fourth-grade student…] Members…” 

[The second team from Yanjing Hunter University… Level 45, Class…] 



… 

The information about the geniuses from various schools was dazzling and overwhelming. 

“F*ck, this team is full of hidden classes. No wonder it’s Huaqing Hunter University!” 

“Look at the fourth team from Yanjing Hunter University. They are all above level 45!” 

“The remaining seven hunter universities aren’t bad either. They’re all above level 40. As you can see, 

the other schools aren’t as good as them. It’s already good enough that they have a second class 

student.” 

It was finally time for the participants from Zhejiang Hunter University to take action. 

[The first team from Zhejiang Hunter University. The team leader is Zhou Qingfeng. A fourth-year 

student. Level 53. Class is divine flame knight of judgment. His team members are…] 

The moment Zhou Qingfeng’s message was released, it immediately caused a huge reaction. 

“Holy sh*t! A level-53 divine flame knight of judgment!” 

“This level is unprecedented and will never be achieved in the future. To reach this level in his early 20s, 

his future is limitless.” 

One must know that after the second transition, every subsequent level up would require an 

exponential amount of effort. Breaking through level 50 was also an extremely difficult ravine to cross. 

Many people were unable to break through level 50 in their entire lives. As a result, level 50 was also 

known as the threshold of the strong. 

Zhou Qingfeng’s achievement of level 53 earned him the praise of many. 

While the crowd was in a discussion, Lu Benwei said to Chu Yan and the other three, “Let’s not waste 

any time. Let’s enter the teleportation array as well.” 

Chapter 217 The Shame of the Nine Hunter Universities 

“Wow, Zhejiang Hunter University’s 20th team captain, first-year student Lu Benwei, level 40, and 

magician class.” 

“Vice captain, Chu Yan, first-year student, level 40, and elementalist.” 

Lu Benwei and Chu Yan’s classes had not been updated by Zhejiang Hunter University in time, so the 

system only read a part of their class change. Even so, it still caused quite a stir. 

“He’s one level higher. Is his growth rate so fast?” 

“But the leader of this team is a magician. Did Zhejiang Hunter University make a mistake?” 

“I don’t think so. Look at their vice captain, she’s an elementalist. That’s the most powerful hidden class 

among magicians.” 

However, the next second, when the big screen showed Hai Yue and the others’ information, the 

audience’s faces changed. 



“Team member: Hai Yue, fourth-year student, level 43, and heavy armor knight.” 

“Team member, Zhao Xiaoqi, first-year student, level 35, and double-axe warrior.” 

“Team member, Lin Feng, first-year student, level 37, and class swordsman.” 

The audience in the stadium and in front of the TV were all stunned. In front of the participants from the 

nine hunter universities who were all above level 40 and the luxurious lineup, Lu Benwei’s team seemed 

so out of place. 

After a short pause, everyone burst into laughter. 

“This is so funny. I thought the officials made a mistake about Lu Benwei’s class. It turns out that she’s 

really a magician! 

“The magician is the team captain, and there are members below level 40. Isn’t this a little too much?” 

“I heard that Zhejiang Hunter University is in decline. Only team one is worth watching. The other teams 

are all trash, and they even have a first-year student. What a joke.” 

Many people followed suit and sighed. 

“Lu something, hurry up and go down. Don’t embarrass the nine hunter universities.” 

“Be careful not to piss your pants from the ferocious monsters in the jungle of mysteries. Prepare a few 

more pairs of wet pants!” 

… 

Lu Benwei laughed as he listened to everyone’s ridicule. “Don’t let it get to you, we’ll give them a hard 

slap in the face later.” 

“I’ll scare them to death!” Lin Feng raised his arms and shouted; his aura high. 

Chu Yan also raised her arms and shouted, “Charge! We’ll let them know how powerful we are!” 

Lu Benwei was very pleased and nodded as he led the team into the teleportation circle. 

With a flash of light, Lu Benwei’s team opened their eyes again and found themselves in a jungle. 

“This is the jungle of mysteries? ” Lin Feng sighed. 

Lu Benwei immediately activated his Eye of Insight. An invisible spider web began to spread out from his 

vision, capturing all information within its range. 

In front of him was a vast forest filled with thick purple smoke. 

Lu Benwei frowned and said, “The jungle of mysteries is filled with a type of purple mist, and the deeper 

you go, the thicker it gets. I reckon that this gas is poisonous. Everyone, be careful and don’t inhale it.” 

“I have a purification spell,” Chu Yan said, “I can guarantee that everyone will not be affected by the 

poison within a certain range.” 

After saying that, she began to chant a spell. 



“Water magic: Hymn of the Sea.” 

Under Chu Yan’s feet, there were waves of ripples. The waves spread quickly and finally enveloped 

everyone. It was as if everyone was wrapped in warm seawater at this moment, and they unconsciously 

raised their eyebrows. 

Chu Yan laughed bitterly. “Although my magic can protect everyone from poison attacks, once you leave 

this range, you will not be able to do it. Everyone must be careful.” 

“It’s fine, don’t forget, I’m a magician. You can let me heal you if you’re injured,” Lu Benwei said. 

Everyone nodded in agreement. 

“There’s no time to lose. Let’s head deeper now!” 

After saying that, everyone charged into the depths of the jungle of mysteries. 

At the same time, outside the jungle of mysteries, in the central monitoring room of the National Class 

Tournament organizing committee. 

“Eh? That’s strange.” 

One of the people in charge noticed Lu Benwei. 

“This new student from Zhejiang Hunter University doesn’t seem to be affected by the poison in the 

dense forest.” 

The people in the central control room all looked at Lu Benwei. 

“Maybe it’s because he’s a magician and has a purification skill?” 

“No, that’s not right. It seems to be the skill that the elementalist named Chu Yan used.” 

The camera was fixed on Chu Yan, and the crowd could not help but exclaim. 

“Purification skills were extremely rare, and most of them were single-target skills. The group 

purification skill that Chu Yan had displayed was even rarer.” 

“Why does this girl look so familiar?” someone muttered in shock. 

“Boom!” 

In the jungle of mysteries, Lin Feng brandished a beam of sword qi and dismembered a level-40 fierce 

monster. 

“Lu Benwei, your buff is really useful. I’m level 35 and I can fight level 40 monsters.” Lin Feng had a taste 

of the benefits under Lu Benwei’s enhancement. 

Everyone looked at Lu Benwei. They saw Lu Benwei sitting cross-legged with a calm expression. 

After a while, Lu Benwei stood up and said with a smile, “Do you want to try something better?” 

“What is it?” the crowd asked, confused. 

Lu Benwei smiled and did not speak. 



A silent and invisible ring of light instantly enveloped everyone. Chu Yan and the other three all felt a 

powerful force protecting them, and their five senses became clear. 

“Lu Benwei, what kind of buff is this? It feels amazing,” Zhao Xiaoqi asked, confused. 

“I checked my own abilities. There’s no sign of them being enhanced, but I really feel a powerful force 

that’s enhancing me. I just increased your experience gain speed,” Lu Benwei said lightly. 

“What?” 

Everyone was shocked. 

“You increased the speed of our experience points?” 

“Yes, about 30 percent.” Lu Benwei nodded. 

The crowd gasped. No other skills could compare to the group experience amplification skill! There had 

never been a person in history who could possess such a skill! 

Hai Yue’s red lips parted in shock as she exclaimed in her heart, ‘How many secrets do Lu Benwei still 

have that I don’t know?’ 

“How long is the time?” she asked after swallowing. 

Even if it was just a short half an hour, it was a huge improvement for people. 

“As long as I don’t die, I can keep increasing your strength!” Lu Benwei said lightly. 

Hearing this, everyone sucked in a cold breath. Even the calm Chu Yan’s beautiful eyes flashed with a 

dazzling light. 

Chapter 218 Leveling Treasure Land 

“Roar!” 

A strange howl was heard as a powerful monster attacked. 

“Human, you’re invading my territory. You’re courting death!” 

This was a level-42 monster, known as the Giant Forest Ape. Since the start of the tournament, it had 

already eliminated many passing students, and its combat strength was extremely terrifying. 

The Giant Forest Ape could tell that the highest level in this party was only level 43! 

!! 

“Another weak team has arrived!” 

The Giant Forest Ape suddenly became furious, and its roar spread over ten thousand miles, waking up 

many birds and monsters. 

A month ago, a few human powerhouses descended upon the jungle of mysteries with a heaven-shaking 

aura, suppressing them to the point where they could not even raise their heads. The few great demonic 



monster kings of the forest were all killed before they finally swaggered off. After a month, the 

tournament was held in the jungle of mysteries. 

Countless weak participants had been defeated by it, and the Giant Forest Apes wanted to take revenge 

for their humiliation. Just as they were about to feast, the security team, who was hiding in the secret 

realm, left. It was simply toying with them! 

“Humans, I’ll make you pay for your arrogance.” 

“Roar!” 

The Giant Forest Ape thumped its feet and pounded its chest, roaring. Its voice was so loud that it 

seemed to pierce through the heavens. 

The director, who was responsible for switching the screen for the audience, heard the roar and 

controlled the live drone to the sky above Lu Benwei’s team. 

The two security guards who were hiding in the shadows looked at each other and sighed. 

“Alright, it’s going to make a move again.” 

“How many teams have been eliminated by the Giant Forest Apes?” 

The two of them shook their heads in unison. 

At this time, the audience outside also noticed the Giant Forest Ape’s opponent. They were Lu Benwei’s 

team from Zhejiang Hunter University. 

“Look, it’s the team of magicians!” 

“There have already been many teams from first-rate universities whose futures have been ruined by 

the Giant Forest Ape. Their level is a bit better than this magician’s team, and even their line-up 

allocation is a lot stronger.” 

“Could it be that this will be the first team from one of the nine hunter universities to be eliminated?” 

“Isn’t this a little too fast? He’s the shame of the nine nine hunter universities!” 

Many people heard this and laughed mockingly. 

At the same time, at Zhejiang Hunter University, thousands of miles away. 

Laughter could be heard from Chen Yuan’s office. 

“Chen Yuan, why did you lose again today?” 

“In the past few years, your students were the first to be eliminated. This year, not only were they 

eliminated first, but they also failed to make it through the first round.” 

“Yeah, this is the first time I’ve seen someone send a first-year student. I really don’t know what you’re 

thinking.” 

There were two screens in front of Chen Yuan. One screen was the live broadcast of the National Class 

Tournament, and the other was a video of eight people. 



Among the eight people, a few of the elders sneered at Chen Yuan. Like Chen Yuan, these eight people 

were the principals of the remaining nine hunter universities. 

With their identity, status, and strength, they were at the top of the Dragon Kingdom. However, Chen 

Yuan was not flustered at all. He leaned back on the chair, looking relaxed. 

“I say, old friends, I’m not even panicking, so why are you panicking for me?” 

The eight of them shook their heads. “Who’s panicking for you?!” 

“We’re disappointed. If Zhejiang Hunter University doesn’t get any results today, not only will you be 

demoted, but you’ll also be held responsible!” 

Chen Yuan waved his hand. “Thank you for your concern. But in my opinion, your concern is completely 

unnecessary. Let’s watch this. This kid named Lu Benwei will shine!” 

At the same time, in the secret realm. 

After the Giant Forest Ape let out a long roar, it pulled down a towering tree and ruthlessly smashed it 

at Lu Benwei’s team. 

“Boom!” 

Smoke and dust filled the sky. The towering trees were shattered by the huge counterattack, and wood 

shavings and dust filled the sky. 

“Roar!” 

The Giant Forest Ape pounded its chest and let out a long howl, spitting out the anger in its heart. 

In this short period, it had been too aggrieved. One after another, humans came to kill it, but it defeated 

them one by one. In the end, the experts hidden in the depths made a move and left. It even taught 

them a lesson. 

Finally, a human was going to die at his hands. The Giant Forest Ape looked at the cracked ground in 

front of it and smiled in comfort. 

“Big guy, what are you looking at?” 

Lin Feng’s voice suddenly came from behind. He held a sharp blade in his hand as he soared into the air, 

floating elegantly. 

The Giant Forest Ape was shocked. When did this group of humans start running behind? Moreover, this 

brat who was not even level 40 was able to leap into the air. 

The Giant Forest Ape did not have time to think so much. It twisted its mountain-like body and raised its 

arms and fists. 

“Boom!” 

A series of sonic booms rang out in the air. Even a knight of the same level as the Giant Forest Ape might 

not be able to take this punch. 



At this moment, the security team who was hiding in the dark panicked. 

“What should we do? Should we make a move?” 

“But they seem to be able to win.” 

Lin Feng roared and stomped on the ground. In a flash, his eyes shone. 

“Swordsmanship: Giant Killer!” 

Using the Giant Forest Ape’s arm as the ground, Lin Feng slashed down, causing blood to splatter 

everywhere. 

Then, Lin Feng’s figure flashed, and he arrived under the feet of the Giant Forest Ape. 

“Chi!” 

A brilliant sword light flashed, and Lin Feng directly chopped off one of the Giant Forest Ape’s legs. 

“Boom!” 

The mountain-like body fell, causing an earth-shattering commotion. 

The audience was dumbfounded. A level-35 contestant who had yet to complete his second class 

transition had defeated a powerful level-42 monster. 

Even though there were other members involved, those with discerning eyes knew that Lin Feng was 

the true leader! 

Shocking! 

It was unbelievable! 

At this moment, everyone finally understood that the true main force of this team of magicians was Lin 

Feng! 

“Isn’t he too awesome?” 

“A level 35 can defeat a level 42!” 

“F*ck, so he’s the true trump card of this team of magicians.” 

Of course, there were also people who were not optimistic about this team. 

“Tsk, don’t tell me he killed a monster that was a level higher than him? Out of all the participants, is he 

the only one who can kill a monster that is beyond his level?” 

“That’s right. After all, the team’s configuration is too bad, and there’s a magician. The upper limit has 

determined that this team can’t go far.” 

At the same time, in Chen Yuan’s office. 

The remaining eight headmasters of the nine hunter universities asked in unison, “Chen Yuan, you told 

us to pay attention to Lu Benwei, but he has been hiding at the back of the team from the beginning to 

the end.” 



“Just now, Lin Feng defeated the Giant Forest Ape and Chu Yan cast a flying spell on him. Lu Benwei 

didn’t even move.” 

Chapter 219 Five People Level Up 

“Damn, Lu Benwei, your buff is amazing!” Lin Feng exclaimed in surprise, “I can defeat a powerful level-

42 monster! I also feel that my experience has increased a lot.” 

“I think I’ll level up to 36 after killing a few more monsters!” Lin Feng continued after a pause. 

“I cast a flying spell on Lin Feng,” Chu Yan added, “After defeating the Giant Forest Ape, he also gained 

experience. It’s true that the speed at which he gained experience is much faster.” 

Lu Benwei pondered for a moment. Then, he gathered all four of them. 

“Everyone, I have a bold idea. I wonder if you dare to do a big one with me?” 

Hearing this, everyone nodded curiously and leaned over to listen. 

“As everyone knows, the rules of this tournament state that we can clear the secret realm of the jungle 

of mysteries within the stipulated time.” 

As he spoke, everyone’s eyes grew brighter. 

However, at this moment, after Lin Feng defeated the Giant Forest Ape, the director switched the 

screen to the other people. 

The ten geniuses of the nine hunter universities were one of the highlights of the National Class 

Tournament. Compared to the top ten geniuses, Lin Feng’s killing of a Giant Forest Ape was a small 

matter. 

“Spatial magic: Slice!” 

He was the number one genius of Chang’an Hunter University, a magician, Yang Ke. At this moment, he 

was facing a giant python and was using all his skills. 

The giant python was twenty feet long and ten feet wide, but its head was not visible. With a slight twist 

of its body, it could create a scene of mountains collapsing and the earth collapsing. In front of it, Yang 

Ke seemed so small. 

Yang Ke was holding a wooden staff in his left hand and a magic wand in his right hand. He was exuding 

a powerful aura. He had caused countless injuries on the body of the giant python. However, the 

terrifying power of the phyton’s bloodline had repaired its body countless times. 

Dozens of space blades sliced at the giant python’s body from all directions. They were silent, invisible, 

and unstoppable! 

“Whoosh!” 

The giant python did not want to continue fighting. It flicked its tail to counter Yang Ke’s attack, then 

twisted its huge body and burrowed into the ground. 

Yang Ke’s eyes glinted as he shouted, “Where are you running to? Spatial magic: Seal!” 



“Swish!” 

A buzzing sound rang out, and a squarish space appeared in the sky. It seemed to be able to cover 

everything. However, the giant python was too big, and Yang Ke’s sealed space could only seal its head. 

Seeing this, the giant python swung its huge tail, stirring up layers of smoke. In the smoke, there was an 

unknown amount of gravel and branches. It was like 10,000 continuous cannons with a diameter of 

several meters bombarding Yang Ke. 

“Boss, do you want us to take action?” Yang Ke’s teammate said. 

“No, this is my prey!” Yang Ke shouted! 

In the next second, his aura became extremely stable, and the space around him distorted as if a huge 

force had exploded. 

“Magic: Spatial Strip!” 

“Ka cha ka cha!” 

They were like invisible blades that were slashing at the giant python’s body. 

Before the giant python could feel anything strange, its twenty-feet long body had been divided into a 

few pieces by Yang Ke. Not even a drop of blood could be seen. 

The audience was dumbfounded, and the originally noisy venue fell silent. 

“He’s too terrifying. Such a powerful monster was dismembered by Yang Ke.” 

“If it wasn’t for the fact that its body is dissipating, I’d think that Yang Ke is performing a dismembering 

magic trick for us.” 

“No wonder he’s a magician. Now that I’ve seen it, it’s true to his name.” 

The scene of the giant python being divided into pieces left a deep impression on everyone. 

The name Yang Ke was also well-known. 

“Haha, Yang Ke, this kid, didn’t embarrass me.” In the video, the principal of Chang’an Hunter University 

laughed heartily. 

Yang Ke was the first one to deal with a ferocious monster above level 50, which made Chang’an Hunter 

University proud. 

“You’re just lucky. If the students at my school had met you, even the snake of the world would have 

dismembered you, let alone a giant python,” the other principals could not take it anymore and speak 

up for themselves. 

“Old Meng, did you forge any equipment for Yang Ke?” Chen Yuan asked. 

“Spatial magic consumes a lot of energy. Even if Yang Ke’s talent can reduce the energy consumption of 

spatial magic by 50 percent, it’s impossible for him to release so many skills without other 

enhancements.” 



The principals of the nine hunter universities had been paying attention to the battle since the 

beginning. Yang Ke had used no less than ten spatial spells to kill the giant python. 

The other principals were stunned. “Old Meng, did you give your student some of the good items you 

forged?” 

“Meng Biao, what you’re doing is too much!” 

Meng Biao, the principal of Chang’an Hunter University, was once the best blacksmith in the Dragon 

Kingdom and had forged many peerless divine weapons. 

Meng Biao was unhappy and shouted, “Old Yang, you still have the face to criticize me? Don’t think that 

I don’t know you refined medicine for your students to eat. I didn’t want to expose you at first, but you 

still have the face to talk about me. If you’re unhappy, you can report me.” 

All of a sudden, the principals of the nine hunter universities were stunned. The light of the level-up halo 

flashed on the live-stream screen in front of them. The strange light was dazzling and resplendent. It 

rushed into the clouds and filled the entire screen. 

“Did someone level up in the secret realm?” 

Everyone was slightly surprised. However, it was not a big deal to level up in the middle of the 

tournament. 

It was the first time for the audience, including the students from the nine hunter universities, to see 

such dazzling light. 

“Which peerless monster is it that leveled up in the secret realm?” 

“Such a stunning bloodline light. There must be a monster who broke into the level 50 barrier!” 

When the audience heard this, they stretched their necks and stared at the screen without blinking. 

Everyone wanted to see which school this genius was from. 

The level up halo was still shining. The light gradually dissipated and turned into five pillars of light. 

Everyone was confused. The next second, everyone’s faces changed. 

“All five of them leveled up at the same time?!” 

“What a coincidence that five people can level up at the same time!” 

“Although it’s not a freak who broke through to level 50, it’s still a rare sight to see five people leveling 

up at the same time!” 

The live broadcast drone pulled the camera in, and the light was dissipating bit by bit. 

Finally, the figures of five people were revealed. They were Lu Benwei’s team! 

Everyone was dumbfounded. The five people who leveled up at the same time were this team of 

magicians? 

Chapter 220 The Angel 



“Damn, I got excited about nothing.” 

“What a day, so it’s this magician’s team.” 

“So, what if all five of them level up? They still can’t escape the fate of being eliminated.” 

“They haven’t even made it out of the jungle of mysteries yet. I don’t think they are able to pass the first 

stage.” 

Lu Benwei’s appearance lowered everyone’s expectations and made them complain in dissatisfaction. 

These sounds could not be transmitted into the secret realm. After Lu Benwei’s team finished upgrading, 

they immediately gathered. 

“Lu Benwei, do you think our plan will work?” Lin Feng was both happy and worried. 

“Although it can increase our strength to the maximum, I think it’s a bit risky.” Hai Yue agreed. 

“If anything goes wrong along the way, we might be eliminated in the first round.” 

Lu Benwei’s plan was not to quickly clear the rounds. Instead, it was to improve the overall strength of 

his team. 

Their team’s average level was the lowest among all the teams from the nine hunter universities. 

“It’s only been a day since the tournament. There are still four days left. There’s no rush,” Lu Benwei 

said lightly. 

He planned to quickly level up Lin Feng and Zhao Xiaoqi in the outer area on the first and second days. 

After that, they would spend a day passing through the middle section and reaching the core area. In the 

final two days, the entire team would improve together. 

Chu Yan pondered for a while and said, “We’ll benefit a lot from this, but we’ll have to bear the 

unexpected consequences. If we’re attacked by a powerful monster along the way, it will delay us and 

we may not make it in time.” 

Lu Benwei fell into deep thought. As Chu Yan said, danger lurked everywhere in the secret realm, and 

accidents could happen at any time. 

“In that case, we’ll use the last day to find the exit.” 

“Understood!” 

… 

Another day passed, and most of the teams had already arrived at the middle section. At the same time, 

they continued to advance toward the core area. 

At this time, Lu Benwei had just stepped into the middle area. After a day of battle, everyone’s levels 

had increased significantly. 

Zhao Xiaoqi’s level had reached level 35, while Lin Feng’s level was approaching the great barrier of level 

40. Hai Yue’s level had also increased by one level. 



However, such a terrifying leveling speed did not attract the attention of the audience. The entire 

audience’s attention was focused on the core area of the jungle of mysteries. 

The top ten geniuses of the nine hunter universities had all arrived at the core area. The finishing line 

was right in front of them. 

“Qingfeng, are we still going to wait for him?” 

Zhou Qingfeng met up with Wang Yan, Xu Tuo, and the rest of the Heavenly God Temple’s team. They 

joined forces and were only one step away from the teleportation portal at the exit. 

“Let’s wait for him. I don’t believe he’ll be so slow,” Zhou Qingfeng replied softly. 

“Who knows where he is? He might have been eaten by a monster.” Wang Yan laughed teasingly. 

Zhou Qingfeng furrowed his brows and glanced at him. “You still think he’s just an ordinary magician.” 

As soon as he finished speaking, a chuckle came from the air. 

“Yo, Qingfeng, long time no see.” 

Everyone looked up and saw a woman flapping her six-winged wings in the sky, smiling at them. 

“Who is it?” Wang Yan and the others were shocked, and their nerves tensed up. 

For a person to be able to get close to them without them knowing, it was enough to show how 

terrifying that person’s strength was. 

Zhou Qingfeng’s gaze froze for a moment before he burst out laughing. 

“Don’t be nervous, this is my high school classmate. She’s also the strongest person in Hudan Hunter 

University, the angel, Wang Zining.” 

Everyone was slightly surprised when they heard this. They did not expect the number one genius of 

Hudan Hunter University to be Zhou Qingfeng’s old classmate. 

“Zining, what’s the matter?” Zhou Qingfeng asked with great interest. 

Wang Zining landed, patted the dust off her body, and said, “Nothing much, I’m just here to meet my 

old classmate. I didn’t expect my old classmate to be the one who found the exit.” 

“Where’s your team?” Zhou Qingfeng retorted. 

“They are still behind.” 

As soon as she finished her sentence, Wang Zining’s team appeared from the forest behind them. Seeing 

that many people had arrived near the exit ahead of them, they all expressed their surprise. 

“Captain, what’s this?” 

Wang Zining waved her hand. “Don’t worry. This is Zhou Qingfeng from Zhejiang Hunter University. He’s 

my old classmate.” 

Everyone heaved a sigh of relief when they heard this. 



“Since you don’t want to leave the jungle of mysteries, I’m going to be the first one to do so,” Wang 

Zining said. 

Then, she led her team and stepped into the teleportation array at the exit. Then, she suddenly stopped. 

“Zhou Qingfeng, I hope you won’t be eliminated by the other contestants when it’s time for the 

elimination round. Only you can be my opponent.” 

Wang Zining then stepped into the teleportation portal. 

After watching Wang Zining leave, Wang Yan immediately approached Zhou Qingfeng and grinned. 

“Qingfeng, did you have fun before with this girl?” 

Zhou Qingfeng cut him off. “Don’t think too much. She just wants to compete with me.” 

After taking a deep breath, Zhou Qingfeng’s gaze turned serious as he said, “She and I share the same 

class. I’m the divine judgment flame knight, and she’s the second transition class of the judgment knight, 

the holy archangel!” 

“I see.” 

At the same time, the teleportation array in the main venue shone brightly. Everyone in the audience 

stretched out their necks, ready to see the first person who passed the level. 

“Swish!” 

Five figures appeared at the same time, and Wang Zining’s figure was revealed. 

“Oh my god, it’s Hudan Hunter University’s first team!” 

“Only three days? Wang Zining is so fast!” 

Before the crowd could finish cheering, the teleportation array began to flash with dazzling brilliance 

again. 

The second and third teams that had completed the preliminary round also appeared. They were the 

first and second teams of Huaqing Hunter University. 

“The two teams seemed to have come out one after the other. They must’ve joined forces in the secret 

realm of the jungle of mysteries and slaughtered quite a number of monsters.” 

“Who will be the next team? Is it Yanjing Hunter University? Or some other university for great 

hunters?” 

In the next second, the magic circle shone. The tenth team of Dragon Kingdom Technology Hunter 

University advanced. 

Everyone exclaimed in surprise. They did not expect it to be the 10th team of the Dragon Kingdom 

Technology Hunter University. 

Below the stage, the teachers who had qualified were ecstatic. “That’s great, kids! Come down and rest 

for a while to prepare for the second round of the semi-finals!” 



At the moment, Zhou Qingfeng could not wait any longer. He came out of the jungle of mysteries with 

Wang Yan and the others. 

20 to 30 people rushed out all at once, causing the audience to exclaim in surprise. 

“Damn, there are so many teams from Zhejiang Hunter University. Is Zhejiang Hunter University going to 

be revived?!” 

When Liu Yi saw this, he immediately went up to them. 

“You guys have done well.” 

 


